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Its simple, input the codes listed in the guide as needed into the phone dialing pad and press

send just like making a phone call, and presto! Descriptions are given for each code and

anyone can input the codes very easily! Activate call forwarding, Secret menus, View detailed

phone information and tons more! All that's left is to enjoy your new found control of your

phone! Works with all Android system phones!



Android Codes Galore!!! Have fun folks, and be careful when deciding which codes to input

because some of them are still experimental!    1.    *#*#4636#*#*
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Hilary, “Okay. Okay I suppose guess I'll just keep reading more info a d see if I can find

something to spark my interest!”

oussama yaldoka, “Five Stars. i wait to get it”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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